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started, and he said, “The Circus has been a huge success. The only problems
that we’ve had have been small ones, and that’s excellent for an event like
this. The weather’s been fantastic. All in all, it’s been a great week. We’ve also
had a lot of volunteers come out, as this is one of the few things that Nobles
not in Units can volunteer at easily. It’s great to see everybody working
together and having fun.”
That particular quote took so long, by the time it was done, it was almost
time for the show to start. So I got moving up to a seat. The Circus always
opens with some comedy, and then Johnny Peers came out with his dogs,
who did a few tricks.
The Potentate then came out to make his introductions for Aleppo Shrine,
and the colors were presented by the Legion of Honor. He was followed by the
ringmaster for the Royal Hanneford Circus, and on with the show!
Things got off to a hot start with Ryan Branson and his lions and tigers.
The lions and tigers climbed pedestals, jumped through hoops, walked on
their hind legs, and even jumped through a flaming hoop at the end. They
were followed by the Brandon Trio, who performed some acrobatic rollerdancing. Acrobatic dancing is hard enough, but trying to twirl around somebody’s neck while wearing roller skates and not kicking them in the head is
a real accomplishment.
Johnny Peers came back out with his dogs. They rolled on barrels, did somersaults, and one dog chased its tail in a circle the whole time. Those dogs
really love to perform, and they were all rescued from shelters. After the dogs
came Alecia Kulavitch, two-time record holder for twirling the most hula
hoops, who came out to, well, twirl hula hoops. She ended up covered neck to
toe and wrist to shoulder in spinning hoops. Most folks have enough trouble
with one, never mind fifty. If that wasn’t enough hoops, the next act was
Anita and Adriana, who performed some aerial work (on hoops). They
swung through the air, hung upside-down, twirled by their necks, and somehow managed to keep smiling through the whole performance.
Some of you might be thinking, “All these things are just regular old circus
stuff!” However, as I’m writing this article, I’m already one step ahead of you:
ever try to train a housecat? “Impossible!” you might say, but I’ve seen it,
because that was the next act. There were cats of all shapes and sizes walking on tightropes. “Oh, that’s nothing,” you might say. “Cats have good balance!” Well, they do, but not so much when they’re upside-down pulling themselves along paw-over-paw. It was a pretty amazing sight. The cats also
jumped through hoops, and climbed around a jungle gym sort of contraption,
and for the finale, Geronimo the cat jumped 25 feet off a pole into a pillow.
The rest of the show was a myriad of different acts: Chinese acrobats, some
slapstick trampoline comedy, some freestyle bike tricks, some very nice stage
magic (mostly quick-change and sleight-of-hand), and a Mongolian contortionist. The Shrine Clowns always have a small act, and this year, they were
trying to sell a horse that could count. I was shocked, I tell you, shocked,
when it turned out it was two guys in a costume.
Just like those ads on TV, “but that’s not all!” The Branson elephants performed some fantastic balancing acts, and for the finale, the three Garcia
Thrill riders took to the cage with their motorbikes to ride around in circles
at ridiculous speeds in confined quarters. All in all, it was an amazing show,
and it will be again next year. Don’t miss it!
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